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A happy family of red fish live in the ocean.

Only one fish is black named Swimmy.
One day a big tuna fish eats the family of red fish.

Swimmy swims away fast.
Swimmy is scared and sad.

Swimmy swims all alone.
Swimmy sees a colorful jellyfish in the ocean
Swimmy sees a lobster walking in the ocean
Swimmy sees three big fish swimming together in the ocean.
Swimmy sees lots of seaweed in the ocean.
Swimmy sees an eel with a long tail in the ocean.
Swimmy sees sea anemones in the ocean.
Swimmy sees a family of red fish.

The red fish are scared the tuna fish will eat them.
Swimmy thinks of an idea.

Swimmy tells all the red fish to swim close together.
The red fish swim close together and now look like a big red fish.

Swimmy looks like the eye.
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